Potential Social Media Posts 2018
Emergency responders are saving at traffic incidents. Slow down and move over, for
them, and for you. #moveover
November 11-17 is National Traffic Incident Response Awareness Incident
Response is Everybody’s Responsibility. We all should do our part. #moveover
When you see lights, vests, or reflectors ahead, #MoveOverSlowDown. You could
save a life, or lives, including yours..
Are you an emergency responder? Check out the Emergency Responder Safety
Institute (ERSI). http://ow.ly/idco305WwSO #SafeIncident
If you are in a crash and your vehicle is drivable and there are no injuries, you
should move it to a nearby safe place. #SafeIncident
What should you do if you are in a traffic incident? #MoveIt
Emergency responders have our backs every day when they respond to
incidents. How can you have theirs? #MoveOver
If you see emergency personnel on the road, please give them
room to work and give yourself room to stay safe.
#MoveOverSlowDown
Tow truck drivers and roadside workers deserve to be safe, too. If you see flashing
lights, #MoveOver
When approaching an emergency, law enforcement, towing, or utility vehicle,
#MoveOverSlow Down
What does the Safety Service Patrol do? Learn from this
@USDOTFHWA fact sheet: http://ow.ly/TZBB305Y3Lm
#SafeIncident
As a driver, your response at a traffic incident scene is as important as the
responders trying to protect you. #MoveOverSlowDown
Every day emergency responders save lives at traffic incidents. Learn how you can
protect them: http://ow.ly/nXOY305WskZ
Next week is National Traffic Incident Response Awareness Week. Follow us to
learn how incident responders have our backs, how you can have theirs.#moveover
Do you know what to do passing a crash scene? Eyes front. Slow down, move over,
pay attention and don’t become another victim to be tended to. #slowdown
Do not become another victim. YOU drive, let THEM tend to the crash. Traffic
Incident Response is Everybody’s Responsibility.
That’s your neighbor in that crash. She’d want you to drive safely through the zone,

so she can survive, and you can too. #slowdown

